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1. Do you endorse and support the ideals of States Rights and racial integrity as in the Official Motto of the Citizens Council?

Answer: Yes.

If so, then how does it happen in your opinion that these issues which have heretofore tended to dominate gubernatorial contests in Mississippi have hardly been mentioned so far in this campaign?

**ANSWER:** I cannot speak for the other candidates but Jimmy Swan is discussing these issues and these ideals every day - 5 days a week - on 22 radio stations in the State of Mississippi. He is discussing the basic reasons why the provisions were made in our Constitution for States Rights, the division of powers to insure government close to the governed and government by the people, and to prevent the growth of a central tyranny. He is discussing the breaking of the law and the breaking of the Constitution by the Supreme Court and Federal Judges who have violated the law of States Rights and are centralizing powers for the purpose of destroying freedom, the freedom to govern ourselves, our local affairs, our lives, and the destiny and future of our children.

Jimmy Swan is also discussing racial integrity. He has even had the courage to present on these radio stations the difference in educability of Negro and White children based upon the facts arrived at by hundreds of tests including the California Achievement Test, the Princeton Test, the testimony of Dr. Garrick, Professor of Psychology at Columbia University for 39 years in the Stell Case and the testimony of Dr. Osborne of the University of Georgia. He has presented the results of Army test of World War I, World War II, and the Korean War which proved the same mental gap in each and every instance between the two races.

The fact that these truths and facts have not been printed by the newspapers nor aired by the television station and placed before the forum of